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“We all feel a compelling need to watch stories, to tell stories ... to 

discuss the things that tell each one of us that we are not alone in 

the world."  

– Shonda Rhimes 

 

 

9. The bioethical imperative 

 

We are not alone in the world. We share the planet with many other 
species. 

Are chickens allowed to live their own lives or should we treat them as 
inanimate objects even though we know damn well that they’re not?  

Many people make a distinction about not eating what they call 
companion animals. Cats, dogs and horses. Such people object to it 
when Asian people eat dog meat, but don’t seem to see a problem with 
people in the west abusing and eating pigs, cows and chickens. Many 
people in the western world have chickens as pets. Many keep pigs in 
the house as pets and some even have pet cows. In some Asian 
countries, religion does not allow people to eat cows and some religions 
it is not allowed to eat meat from pigs.  

Are people in those countries starting petitions to stop us, whities, in the 
west from eating beef, pork, veal and chicken? 

This issue is a natural extension from the topics we’ve talked about in 
the previous chapters. We are all animals, whether we like it or not. We 
share the same basic needs with other creatures on the planet. Many of 
those species have been around much longer than humans. Shouldn’t 
that count for something? 

As a geologist, I became highly aware of the continuous striving for 
equilibrium that drives physical and chemical phenomena (take gravity, 
for example). As a marine biogeochemist, I developed great awe for the 
myriad of feedback loops that exist in nature. Once you become aware of 
that, you start seeing that everything is connected and that almost 
everything we do as a species has many consequences.  

Nature is like this giant multidimensional machine with lots and lots of 
gearwheels, and when we tweak one of those wheels, it affects many 
other wheels, usually more wheels than we expect. I am not saying 
“don’t tinker with the wheels”. I am saying “be aware that the wheels are 
connected to many other wheels”. I am also saying “Heed the bioethical 



 

 

 

 

imperative”: 

 

“All living beings are entitled to respect and should be treated 
not as a means but as ends in themselves.” 

 

You cannot respect beings without also respecting their habitat, of 
course. You cannot respect a fish or a dolphin if you poison the water it 
swims in or you keep orcas and dolphins in cruel captivity. You cannot 
destroy the habitat of other species without needing to remind yourself 
that this planet is also your own living environment. 

I understand the despair of Greta Thunberg very well but at the same 
time remain a little concerned about the emphasis there still is about 
climate change. At least, it’s increasingly often called that, and not 
“global warming.” We are not only changing climate, but we are also 
changing the pH of the oceans, we have caused and continue to cause a 
great deal of chemical pollution, of noise pollution, or light pollution, of 
pollutions with degradation-resistant artificial materials like plastics that 
end up in oceans and we have caused a heck of a lot of space pollution.  

Whales have trouble hearing themselves over the din we make in waters, 
birds get lost because our city lights disorient them and other birds are 
becoming nocturnal so that they can hear each other again. Humans 
make too much noise during the day. 

The arrogance of the human species, and particularly of us whities, 
knows no bounds. 

We consider ourselves superior to all other species. 

That, however, is slowly changing. There are habeas corpus cases on 
behalf of animals and more and more lawyers concern themselves with 
the rights of other species. 

It is also time for us to begin looking at other species differently to see 
what we can learn from them. In their substantially longer time as 
species on this planet, they have collected a lot of knowledge that they 
pass on to each other and to their offspring. Some people are quick to 
scoff at this because non-human animals do not preserve their 
knowledge in encyclopedias and on hard-disks, but neither did we in the 
past. That knowledge isn’t tangible does not mean that it doesn’t exist.  



 

That we speak a different language and are not as good as figuring out 
the language of animals as (some) animals are at figuring out what 
human speech means should be more reason for us to give this more 
thought, not less.  

Other species haven’t made the messes that the human species has 
made in such a short time. Who knows what we will discover if we start 
studying non-human animals from the viewpoint that they may have 
something to teach. We could find out what their strategies can teach 
us.  

Instead, we continue to pray to the god of speciesism. We are a better 
species, because. That’s why. Because. 

I recently read about research with a particular species of bird, in which 
the researchers had found that these birds helped each other 
altruistically and these researchers touted this as a major new finding 
(which it is not, except to the researchers in question). According to the 
newspaper article, the principal investigator gave as a possible 
explanation for this kind of behavior that “birds feed their young”.  

Whether it was the journalist or the researcher who messed up so badly 
here, it hammers home that we still draw such a strong line between us 
and other species that it does not even occur to us that the majority of 
species feed their young and that we do too. Do we help each other out 
because we as a species feed our babies? Birds help each other out 
because it is the right thing to do, also for birds. Because it makes 
sense.  

(I learned a lot about empathy from two parrots.) 

When I was younger, all of us were constantly being told that animals 
don’t play. When we see something that looks like play, scientists said, 
we were seeing parents teaching their offspring to hunt or we were 
watching animals catch prey, sometimes very small prey, such as 
insects, that we simply weren’t able to see with our human eyes. 

You know that this isn’t necessarily entirely true, right? 

More and more research is now confirming something that many of us 
have known for a long time. Animals have emotions. Elephants mourn 
over the elephant who got killed. Crows may go after the dog or human 
who attacked one of them weeks or maybe months ago. They also have 
cognitive abilities. They assess situations and engage in reasoning. They 
make decisions. They remember things. And if they do all of that, then 
they’re also bound to fool around for no other reason than that they’re 
having fun. Playing.  

You know that thing that gulls do, how gulls love to sail on airflows, and 
sometimes allow a thermal to take them very high up into the sky, 



 

 

 

 

circling around and around, and never having to do flap a wing, only 
making small adjustments? 

Well, one day, as I was walking home across the Itchen Bridge in 
Southampton, I saw a bird hanging in front of that bridge, wings spread, 
sailing on the upward airflow. Gravity canceled out. The bird was near-
stationary. Something was off about it, however, but I was still at some 
distance so I couldn’t put my finger on it. 

As I came closer and started climbing the bridge, I saw what was wrong. 
The bird in question wasn’t a gull but a pigeon! I was amazed! I had no 
idea pigeons did that kind of playful shit too. You could almost hear it 
yell out loud. “Wheeeeeee!” Just having a good time. 

Since then, I have gotten to know pigeons a little better. They’re pretty 
serious birds. They don’t have a lot of humor, but they do have abilities 
that they want to use and if they get bored they may set themselves 
goals to reach, challenges to beat the boredom.  

They also decide either to commit suicide by car or to retreat to a 
secluded attic when they feel that their time is up or no longer feel that 
living is fun. Did you know that? I didn’t until only a few years ago. 

Did you know that we took them out of their subtropical sea cliff 
habitats? That we were the ones who spread them all over the world? 
That they can learn to distinguish between paintings by different 
painters and music by different composers? That they have many 
abilities that humans can only dream of? That they recognize our faces 
while we have the greatest trouble telling them apart unless they have 
characteristic distinguishing marks?  

At the time of writing, British Parliament has just voted to undo 
promises made earlier toward child refugees stuck in places like Greece 
and France, namely to allow them to join relatives who are already in the 
U.K. The English are great at making promises, pledges and resolutions, 
but even better at withdrawing them.  

We all know what is going to happen to those children. Most of them are 
going to end up in situations of terrible abuse, sold for sex slavery, child 
pornography and snuff films. It’s Amritsar all over again. This kind of 
decision has nothing to do with whether or not the human species feeds 
its own babies. It serves no purpose other than cruelty.  

Don’t you see the parallel with how we treat other species? Speciesism is 
a form of otherism. Otherism is when you, for example, firmly believe 



 

that cruelty is something only other people engage in. Not you. You 
could never be cruel. Otherism is when you can justify everything that 
you do, even refusing vulnerable displaced children the right to join their 
families and allowing them to become sex slaves and not call it cruelty 
even though you had promised these children that could come to your 
country, to their relatives. 

Modern society may start to fall apart in as little as thirty years, a recent 
report said. Is that what the U.K. government is doing without realizing 
it? Announcing the decline of the human species, in spite of the 
universal human rights that we drew up together after the Second World 
War to ensure that what happened during that war would never happen 
again?  

What do you do when you turn a blind eye to child refugees? You 
effectively give yourself the chance to be able to say later, by way of 
excuse, “Wir haben es nicht gewußt.” “We did not know what was going 
to happen to these children, honestly. We’ve never had any cases of child 
abuse in our own country. Child abuse is something only other people 
engage in, foreign nationals, so we couldn’t have known what was going 
to happen to those children. We could never have imagined that. We’re 
deeply sorry for any alleged harm that may have come to them.” 

I’ve also become very aware of the versatility and opportunistic nature of 
nature.  

At the time that this third edition is being published, the world is 
battling the coronavirus that causes COVID-19. Is there a message in it, 
namely to honor the bioethical imperative?  

If you consider that poison from plants and animals is either a defense 
mechanism or an attack mechanism, remember that our over-the-top 
attempts to kill certain bacteria have made those bacteria resistant and 
led to superbugs, and realize that many of the new diseases we’re seeing 
have an overlap with habitat destruction or infringement and with the 
ruthless exploitation of sometimes rare or exotic animals (trading of live 
animals), you can’t escape the thought that diseases like the Covid-19 
virus could well serve as a form of biological (natural) defense of non-
human animals (with immunity) against humans (with no immunity).  

Regardless of whether or not this is true – I don’t think it is, not as a 
purposeful mechanism, but it may be accidentally taking on this role 
nowadays as a result of what we humans do – please do keep the 
thought in mind because we can’t look at how we treat each other 
without also scrutinizing how we treat other species. One reflects the 
other. 
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